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GEOMETRIC AND DIFFERENTIAL PROPERTIES 
OF SUBANALYTIC SETS 

EDWARD BIERSTONE AND PIERRE D. MILMAN 

ABSTRACT. We announce solutions of two fundamental prob
lems in differential analysis and real analytic geometry, on com
posite differentiable functions and on semicoherence of suban-
alytic sets. Our main theorem asserts that the problems are 
equivalent and gives several natural necessary and sufficient 
conditions in terms of semicontinuity of discrete local invari
ants and metric properties of a closed subanalytic set. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The results announced here include solutions of two fundamen
tal problems in differential analysis and real analytic geometry, 
on fê00 functions composed with a proper real analytic mapping, 
and on formal semicoherence of subanalytic sets (a stratified real 
version of the coherence theory of Oka and Cartan). 

The composite function problem. Let q* : M —• N be a proper 
(or semiproper) real analytic mapping, and let ç>* : W°°(N) -+ 
W°°(M) denote the homomorphism of rings of 8*°° functions 
given by composition with <p. Is (p*W°°(N) closed in W°°(M) 
(where the spaces have the W00 topology)? This problem was 
formulated by Thorn and Glaeser [10]. It depends only on the 
image of cp , which is a closed subanalytic set [2, 3.5]. 

Subanalytic sets are the real analytic analogues of complex ana
lytic and real semialgebraic sets, and share many of their important 
properties. (See, for example, [6].) But real algebraic sets already 
do not enjoy the coherence properties of complex analytic sets. 
And subanalytic sets, in general, differ in a crucial way from semi
algebraic (or semianalytic) sets: The local topological dimension 
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of a subanalytic set and the dimensions of its local analytic and 
formal closures may all be distinct [7]. Hironaka [11] announced 
that every subanalytic set satisfies a formal semicoherence prop
erty (weaker than that considered here or in [5, §6]) but Pawlucki 
has given a counterexample to Hironaka's assertion [15]. 

Let ^b{X) denote the ideal in âb of the formal closure of a 
subanalytic subset X of Rn , at a point b e Rn . (See Lemma 1 
below. ffb is the ring of formal power series at b.) If X is semi-
analytic, then ^b{X) is generated by the ideal sfb(X) of germs of 
analytic functions that vanish on X near b. Local properties of X 
are studied classically in terms of the variation of these ideals with 
respect to b. (For example, coherence of complex analytic X, or 
Zariski semicontinuity of local invariants like the Hilbert-Samuel 
function of ^/^(X), for complex or coherent real analytic X.) 
An important local metric characteristic of X is the relationship 
between the order of vanishing of a germ of an analytic function 
ƒ at b when restricted to X, and its order of vanishing modulo 
the formal local ideal; i.e., the relationship between the numbers 

fixb(f) = sup{/? e R: |/(.x)| < const \x - b\p, x e X}, 

vXJ){f) = max{/7 e N: ƒ e mp
b +^b(X)}, 

where m̂  denotes the maximal ideal of âb (cf. [12]). 
Our main result (Theorem 3 below) not only asserts that the 

composite function and formal semicoherence properties of a 
closed subanalytic set X are equivalent, but also gives several 
natural necessary and sufficient conditions for these properties in 
terms of the variation of the ideals ^b{X) ; for example, semi-
continuity (in a subanalytic sense) of the Hilbert-Samuel function 
of âbl^b[X), and bounds that are uniform with respect to b on 
fix b(f) in terms of vx b(f). By Pawlucki's counterexample to 
semicoherence, none of the properties of Theorem 3 holds in gen
eral. (Pawlucki has shown directly that the composite function 
property fails for his example.) Closed subanalytic sets satisfying 
the composite function property have an important linear exten
sion property (Corollary 4). 

The class of closed Nash subanalytic sets (see §3) is the largest 
class previously known to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3; 
see [2-5] for proofs and for complete histories of the problems 
treated here. Theorem 3 completes the program begun in these 
articles. Every semianalytic set is Nash. If X is Nash, then for 
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each point b, there are ab > 1 and ftb>0 such that jux b(>) < 
OLhvx b(') + fib . Closed subanalytic sets that admit such a linear 
comparison of orders at every point form a class larger than Nash, 
which also satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3; a linear com
parison at b is equivalent to the property that the germ of X 
at b is the union of Nash and "formally embedded" non-Nash 
components (Theorem 7). Our proof of Theorem 3 shows that a 
uniform linear comparison (i.e., ab, pb bounded on compact sub
sets of X ) is equivalent to the composite function property with 
linear loss of differentiability. (See §4.) We conjecture that these 
properties of X follow from the conditions of Theorem 7 at each 
point. 

2. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF SUBANALYTIC SETS 

Notation. N denotes the nonnegative integers. Let M be a real 
analytic manifold. Let a e M. &M a or (9a denotes the ring of 
germs of analytic functions on M at a, and ffa the formal com
pletion of ffa. There is a natural homomorphism ƒ »-> fa from 
^°°(M) onto âa , given by Taylor expansion in local coordinates. 
Suppose that N is a real analytic manifold. Let cp : M -> N be 
an analytic mapping. If b = q>(a), there are local homomorphisms 
vl: &b ~* ^a a nd K : &b ""* ̂ a educed by composition with 
(p . In the following, X denotes a closed subanalytic subset of N. 

Lemma 1. Let b G X. The following three definitions of &^(X) 
are equivalent: 

(1) Let cp : M -> N be a proper analytic mapping such that 
X = <p{M). Then rb(X) = f \ € „ - » Ker ft . 

(2) &~b(X) = {G e âb : (G o y)(t) = 0 for every real analytic arc 
y(t) in X such that y(0) = b}. 

(3) 9&X) = {Geâb: Tk
bG{y) = o(\y - b\k)f y e X, for all 

k e N} . Here Tb G{y) denotes the Taylor polynomial of order k 
of G in any local coordinate system. 

We say that X has the composite function property if, for any 
proper analytic mapping cp : M —• N such that X = <p{M), 
(p^°°{N) is closed in W°°(M); equivalent^ (p^°°{N) = 
<p*ff°°(N)A, where (p*&°°(N)A denotes the subalgebra of 9°°{M) 
of functions ƒ such that, for all b e (p(M), there exists Gb e âb 

with fa = Q*a{Gb) for every a G 9>_1(è). 
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Formal semicoherence. We say that X is formally semicoherent if 
it has a locally finite subanalytic stratification X = U Xt (each stra
tum Xt is understood to be smooth, connected, and locally closed) 
satisfying the following formal semicoherence property : Each point 
of N admits a neighbourhood with coordinates (yl9 ... , yn) such 
that, for each i, there are finitely many formal power series 
fiji'.y) = EaeNnfij,a(')ya\l'"ynn whose coefficients fija are 
analytic functions on Xt which are subanalytic (i.e., their graphs 
are subanalytic as subsets of N xR) such that, for all b G Xt 

(in this neighbourhood), the ƒ.•(&, y) generate the formal local 
ideal ^(X). (Subanalyticity of the coefficients f.. a is a natural 
restriction on their growth at the boundary of the stratum.) Semi-
coherence was first studied by Galbiati [9] and Merrien [13] for 
real analytic or semianalytic sets. 

The composite function and formal semicoherence properties 
of a subanalytic set are local, so we can assume N = R" . The 
coordinates of Rn will be denoted (yx, . . . , yn). 

Chevalley-type estimates. Let b e X and k e N. Put 

£x(b,k) = min{£eN:if fe&b and %,*(ƒ) > ^ , 

then vx b(f) > k}. 

Let (p : M —• Rn be a proper analytic mapping such that X = 
<p(M). Put 

tf.{b,k) = mm{le1i:iffeSb and ^t>*(ƒ)) >/ 

for all a e cp~ (b), then vx b(f) > k}. 

If a = (a1 , . . . , as) is an s-tuple of points in <p~\b), put 

/ ,-(*) = m i n i * e N: iffe*b and ^ > f l / ( ^ / ( / ) ) > / , 

z = 1, . . . , s, then fef) Ker 0*at + m£+1 > . 
i=i J 

(When 5 = 1, a is a point a e M, and L̂* (/c) depends only 
on p*.) Then £ * (k) < oc, by a classical lemma of Chevalley 
[4, 8.2.2]. If a includes a point in every connected component 
of cp~\b), then H - = 1 K e r ^ = ^ ( X ) [4, 11.1] and tf.(b,k) < 
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Lemma 2. Let cp : M —• Rn be a proper analytic mapping such 
that X = (p(M). 

(1) lx(b,-)<l9.(b,-),forall beX. 
(2) If K c X is compact, then £ *(b, •) < r£x(b9 •)> for all 

b G K, w/jere r > 1. 

The diagram of initial exponents and the Hilbert-Samuel function. 
Let è e l " . Identify âh with R||> - b\. If a = (a{, . . . , a j € 
Nw , put |a| = ax H h a n . The lexicographic ordering of (n + 
l)-tuples (|a| 9al9 ... , an) induces a total ordering of Nn . Let 
ƒ G R[y - 6 ] . Write ƒ = £ a e N« /a(y - b)a, where (y - b)a 

denotes (yx - b{)
ai • • • (j^ - bn)

a". The initial exponent exp ƒ 
means min{a € Nn : ^ ^ 0} . 

Let I be an ideal in R[y -6 ] | . The diagram of initial exponents 
91(7) c Nn is defined as 9t(Z) = {exp ƒ : ƒ G ƒ} . Put 3f(n) = 
{9t c Nn : 9t + N" = 91} . Clearly, 91(7) e 3f{n). We totally order 
3{ri) as follows: To each 9t e ^ ( n ) , associate the sequence 
v(5t) obtained by listing the "vertices" {a G 91: 91 - {a} e 3f{n)} 
in ascending order and completing the list to an infinite sequence 
by using oo for all the remaining terms. If 911, 9l2 € 3{n), we 
say that 911 < 9l2 provided that t;(9l1) < t>(9l2) with respect to 
the lexicographic ordering on the set of all such sequences. 

If I is an ideal in âh = R|[y - ô]], then the Hilbert-Samuel 
function H: N -> N of âjl is defined as H(k) = d i m R ^ / ( / + 
m£+1). It follows from Hironaka's formal division algorithm [4, 
§6] that H(k) is the number of elements a G Nn such that a & 
91(7) and |a| < k. The set NN of functions from N to itself is 
partially ordered as follows: If H9 H' G NN, then H < H' if 
H(k) < H\k) for all k and H(k) < Hf{k) for some k. 

Subanalytic semicontinuity. Let X D Z be closed subanalytic sub
sets of Rn, and let Z be a partially ordered set. We say that a 
function r : X —• X is subanalytic Zariski [upper-) semicontin-
uous rel Z if: (1) For every compact Â  c X, there are only 
finitely many values of r(b), b e (X-Z)nK. (2) For all a G Z, 
Za = Z U {b e X - Z : x(b) >a} is a closed subanalytic set. 

The main theorem. If L is a closed subset of a real analytic mani
fold M , let ^°°(M; L) denote the closed subalgebra of g?°°(M) 
consisting of functions that are flat on L. Suppose that cp : M -• 
Rn is a proper analytic mapping and that Z is a closed 
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subset of R \ Then p* : W°°(Rn) -+ W°°(M) induces q>* : 
W°°(Rn ; Z) -+ g?°°(M; ^_ 1(Z)). 

Theorem 3. Let X c Z be closed subanalytic subsets of Rn . Then 
the following properties of the pair (X, Z) are equivalent: 

(1) Composite function property. If M is a real analytic 
manifold and <p : M -+ Rn is a proper analytic mapping such 
that X = cp(M), then (p*%°°(Rn\Z) = (p*&°°(Rn ; Z)A (where 
ç>*C°°(Rw;Z)A means ç>^°°(Rn)A nW°°(M', (p~l(Z))). 

(2) Uniform Chevalley estimate. For every compact subset K of 
Rn, there is a function tK: N -> N swc/z f to lx(b, fc) < ^(fc), 
/orall be(X-Z)nK and keN. 

(3) Semicontinuity of the diagram of initial exponents. Let *flh = 
9t(^(AT)), è e l . 77*en ^ , as a function X -* ^ ( n ) , is swèan-
a/yft'c Zariski semicontinuous rel Z . 

(4) Semicontinuity of he Hilbert-Samuel function. Let H b be 
the Hilbert-Samuel function of âbl^b(X), b e X. Then the func
tion b »-+ Hb from X to NN is subanalytic Zariski semicontinuous 
rel. Z. 

(5) Formal semicoherence. X admits a locally finite subana
lytic stratification X = |J Xt such that Z is a union of strata and 
X satisfies the formal semicoherence property along every stratum 
outside Z. 

The extension property. Let Z be a closed subset of X. Let 
W°°(X\Z) denote W°°(Rn;Z)/{f e &°°(Rn;Z): ƒ = 0 on 
X} . Of course, if ç : M —• Rn is a proper analytic mapping such 
that X = (p(M), then {ƒ e (S?00(Rn) : ƒ = 0 on X} = Kerp*. 
An extension operator E: W°°(X; Z) -• W°°(Rn ; Z) is, by def
inition, a continuous linear splitting of the canonical surjection 
Hin;Z)^n^;Z). 
Corollary 4. Lef X D Z be closed subanalytic subsets of Rn . If 
(X, Z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, then there is an ex
tension operator E : ^°°(X ; Z) -+ &°°(Rn ; Z). 

Corollary 5. If X (i.e., (X, 0)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3 and b e X, then &*b(X) is the ideal of formal Taylor expansions 
of ^°° functions that vanish on X. 

From an analytic viewpoint, Theorem 3 concerns the solution 
of an equation of the form f(x) = g(<p(x)), where (p is a given 
analytic mapping and ƒ a given ^ ^ function. There is a more 
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general "module" version of Theorem 3 that applies to systems 
of equations of the form f(x) = A(x) • g((p{x)) + B(x) • h(x), 
where A(x), B(x) are given matrices of analytic functions, f(x) 
is a given (vector-valued) W00 function, and g(y), h(x) are the 
unknowns (cf. [4]). 

3. IMPORTANT CLASSES OF SUBANALYTIC SETS 

Invariants of Gabrielov. Theorem 3 provides an interesting par
allel to the following theorem, due essentially to Gabrielov, con
cerning the solution of equations of the form f(x) = g(ç>(x)), 
where q> and ƒ are given analytic germs. (See [1, 8, 12, 14].) 
Let K = R or C. Let tp be an analytic mapping from a neigh
bourhood of 0 in Km to Kn, such that p(0) = 0. Let rl

0{<p) be 
the generic rank of cp near 0. Put r^((p) = dim<#K* 0 / K e r ^ , 
r^(^) = dim^K« 0/Kerç?Q (dim denotes the Krull dimension). It 
is easy to see that rx

0((p) < r^((p) < rl(<p). 
Theorem 6. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) Composite function property. <p*0{àKn 0)n<^Km 0
 = ^O(^K" O)-

(2) Linear Chevalley estimate. There exist a > 1, p > 0 such 
that l9. (k)<ak + 0, for all k e N. 

(3) A-Q(̂ ) = rl(ç>) ; Le., there are "sufficiently many" formal re
lations. 

(4) ^o(^) = rl(ç>) • (We say that (p is regular at 0.) 

A subanalytic set is called Nash if it is a locally finite union of 
pure-dimensional subanalytic sets each of which lies in an analytic 
set of the same dimension. Thus, closed Nash subanalytic sets are 
precisely the images of proper real analytic mappings which are 
regular at every point. 

Theorem 7. Let X be a closed subanalytic subset of Rn . Let b e 
X. Then the following conditions are equivalent 

(1) There exist a > 1 and /? > 0 such that £x(b, k) < ak + /?, 
for all k. 

(2) ^b{X) = ^(Y), where Y is some closed Nash subanalytic 
subset of X. 

Moreover, if Z is a closed subanalytic subset of X, and X 
satisfies the conditions above at each point of X -Z f then (X, Z) 
satisfies the properties of Theorem 3. 

Suppose that <p : M —• Rn is a proper real analytic map
ping. In [4] we proved that uniformity of the Chevalley estimate 
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£f0*(k) is equivalent to analytic Zariski-semicontinuity (on M) 
of the diagram 9t(Ker0*) (or of the Hilbert-Samuel function of 
^ ( f l ) /Ker#*) , and, moreover, that these conditions imply that 
X — (p(M) satisfies the composite function and extension prop
erties. These conditions are satisfied when tp is regular at every 
point [4, §13]. We can construct a closed subanalytic set X sat
isfying the conditions of Theorem 7 at every point, which is the 
image of no proper real analytic mapping admitting a uniform 
Chevalley estimate £ * (k). For example, X = P U H, where P 
is Pawlucki's example [15] and H is a closed half-space whose 
boundary contains the line of non-Nash points in P. 

4. REMARKS ON THE PROOF 

While the implication (1) => (2) in Theorem 3 is striking, it has 
a simple proof: The topology of ^^(M) is defined by a system of 
seminorms \\f\\L giving the supremum of the derivatives of order 
up to £ of ƒ on compact subsets L of M. The seminorms \\g\\K 

for &°°(Rn) induce seminorms \\[g]\\k
K = min{||s + h\\k

K: h G 
Kerç?*} on W00(Rn)/Ker<p*. Assume (1). (For simplicity, sup
pose Z = 0 . ) By the open mapping theorem, for every com
pact K c X and every k e N, there exists £ = £(K, k) e N 
such that \\[g]\\k

K < const | | / (^) | |J- . ( J 0 , g e %>°°(Rn). Then 
Zy*(b, k) <£(K, k), for all b e K: Suppose this is false. Then, 
for some b e K, there exist G e âh and k e N such that 
fa{G) e me

a
+l, for all a e (p~\b), where I = l(K,k), but 

G £ Fb(X) + mj + 1 . Let g e W°°(Rn) such that gb = G. We 
can assume that ||[g]||o,} = 1 • F°r anY ^ > 0, there is a func
tion ae e ^?°°(RW) such that (i) 0 < ae < 1, ae(y) = 1 near b, 
and ae(y) = 0 outside {\y - b\ < e} ; (ii) the derivatives of order 
k of a€ are bounded uniformly by constant /e , k e N. Then 
IIIû^lHÏ > 1 but lim | | / ( a c £ ) | | J - i w = 0; a contradiction. 

In particular, if the composition property holds with linear loss 
of differentiability, i.e., £{K,k) < aKk + PK, for every com
pact K c X, then there is a uniform linear Chevalley estimate 
£x(b, k) < oiKk + fiK , b e K. The converse also follows from the 
techniques we use to prove Theorem 3. 
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